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We have 4 Brill Razorcut Premium 38 manuals available for free PDF download Instructions For Use
Manual, Specifications, Operating Instructions Manual, User Manual. And how do the compare to
Rotary Mowers Perfect for our modest lawn where we put it to work after the 15 minute assembly
procedure. Spencer M. It was after 10pm when I found my new people powered lawnmower on the
porch. As my wife got ready for bed I quickly put it together, turned on the outside lights and mowed
my yard.and the neighbors had no idea. It was a very simple pleasure that I hadnt enjoyed in years.
Thank you. Jason R. I just grab it out of the shed and its ready to go. I love the precision it cuts with.
I love the exercise I get from using it.If the mower jams then you are cutting too much grass or
pushing the mower too fast; if there is grass left standing after you pass over it then you needed to
overlap your passes. This new generation reel mower weighing in at 17 pounds is easy to push,
requires little maintenance, and so quiet you can carry on a conversation while you mow. The
Razorcut Reel mowers, the Accu Mower ASM380 cordless electric, and NaturCut line of reel
lawnmowers have a noncontact cutting system. This means the reel blades stay sharp and you will
save money and time on sharpening services. Older generation reel mowers require frequent blade
sharpening. In fact, when you calculate how much money is saved by less sharpening of the blades,
the Brill 38 costs even less than an inexpensive mower. Mowing your lawn with reel mowers is
better for the air, better for the grass, and better for you. Mowing the lawn can become an
enjoyable, family activity. Already sold on a reel mower, you probably want to read our guide to
transitioning your lawn. This reduces friction and allows the reel mower to cut the grass like
scissors. See why Reel Blades are better for grass health. That means you dont have to mess with
constantly oiling them. Colors stay bright and vibrant
longer.http://www.apicolturalagirlanda.com/userfiles/cs3310-manual.xml
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Powder coating is also highly protective of the environment, because it contains no solvents.
Augustine grass which has been allowed to have thatch. Most of our returns last year were from
people with thatched St. Augustine grass. Each Brill Razorcut comes with an adjustment gauge used
for resetting the blades. Heres our guide on how to do this quick adjustment. The Razorcut push
mowers, the Accu Mower ASM380 cordless electric, and NaturCut line of reel mowers have a
noncontact cutting system. This means Brill blades stay sharp and you will save money and time on
sharpening services. In fact, when you calculate how much money is saved by less sharpening of the
blades, the Brill Razorcut 38 costs even less than an inexpensive mower. If the mower jams then you
are cutting too much grass or pushing the mower too fast; if there is grass left standing after you
pass over it then you needed to overlap your passes. And how do the compare to Rotary Mowers Ask
Our Experts. People Powered Machines is more than an eco etailer, we are a long standing company
with real people that support our products. We are totally committed to reducing gas mowing, noise
emmissions, and returning pleasure to backyards everywhere. Let us know if we can help you with
your decision in any way. This misassembly has came to our attention this year when we noticed our
customers calling to discuss the lawn cut problems or the feel of the mower, it was usually this
“mis”assembly problem. It took us a while to figure it out, and here’s some proactive info to help you
off to a great reel mowing start! These bolts are NOT THE FIRST BOLTS YOU SEE. These bolts are
found a bit more inside and close to the reel blades. So look a bit beyond that first set of bolts and
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that’s the one. Ask your question here. Provide a clear and comprehensive description of the issue
and your question.http://eduteklabs.com/userfiles/cs351n-a-manual.xml

The more detail you provide for your issue and question, the easier it will be for other Brill RazorCut
Premium 38 owners to properly answer your question. Ask a question About the Brill RazorCut
Premium 38 This manual comes under the category Lawnmowers and has been rated by 1 people
with an average of a 7.4. This manual is available in the following languages English. Do you have a
question about the Brill RazorCut Premium 38 or do you need help. Ask your question here Brill
RazorCut Premium 38 specifications Brand The ideal length is between 3 and 4.5cm. When the grass
is wet, grass clumps can easily form and clog the mower. ManualSearcher.com ensures that you will
find the manual you are looking for in no time. Our database contains more than 1 million PDF
manuals from more than 10,000 brands. Every day we add the latest manuals so that you will always
find the product you are looking for. Its very simple just type the brand name and the type of
product in the search bar and you can instantly view the manual of your choice online for free.
ManualSearcher. com If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Read
more Ok. Buy reel mowers here. It has five blades, and it has a cutting range of 15 mm up to 45 mm.
The Brill has a silent cut design, which means that the blades to not make contact with the cutter
bar when the blades spin. This reduces friction, which makes the mower a bit easier to push, and
also makes the blades go significantly longer before they need any kind of sharpening. It is just a
slightly smaller but otherwise identical mower. Assembling the Brill is incredibly simple. There are
no tools required, and it takes about five minutes max. The reel mower body is already completely
assembled. You just have to attach the handle. As you can see from the photo at the top of the page,
the handle comes in three pieces. The bottom part pops onto two metal attachments on the mower
body.

The upper two parts of the handle attach to each other, using wing nuts. No tools required! To
adjust the Brill reel lawnmower cutting height, you’ll find an orange knob on each side of the mower
body. You’ll also find a measuring unit on each side that measures from 15 mm to 45 mm. Simply
loosen the orange knob on each side, move the height where you want it so that it matches on both
sides, and tighten the orange knobs back down. The cutting height adjustment changes how high the
grass is cut. The blade adjustment adjusts how the reel turns inside the mower, keeping the blades
cutting properly when the reel turns. The Brill reel mower comes with the blades preadjusted, so
you won’t need to mess with it initially. That method works, but it’s a complicated German way. I’m
going to tell you the easy American way to do the same thing! You’ll then look down at the blades
and see that the blades have a flat edge that isn’t sharp at all and you’ll think, “Gosh, the blades
must need sharpening.” But you are wrong, wrong, wrong. When the mower is brand new, the
blades have that very same flat edge. They are not supposed to be sharp like a knife. Look at your
new mower when you get it and notice this. I even included a picture. Simple! You adjust the reel.
Flip the mower upside down, and you’ll see that there are two silver spring loaded bolts that hold
the cutter bar in place on the bottom of the mower. Now, go find an adjustable wrench. Next, you’ll
want to just barely tighten the bolts on each side. Keep tightening until when you spin the reel, the
blades knock against the cutter bar. At this point, just barely, barely loosen the bolts until there is no
more knocking. Wasn’t that easy I told you it didn’t need sharpening! They have a powder coat paint
job. You can read about the advantages of powder coating versus plain old paint here. That means
you don’t have to mess with constantly oiling them, etc.

http://superbia.lgbt/flotaganis/1649120395

This flamed hardened steel, combined with the noncontact silent cut design, means that you pretty
much never have to sharpen the blades. You just have to adjust them now and then. Amazon
calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average.
The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from
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verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. See All Buying Options Add
to Wish List Disabling it will result in some disabled or missing features. You can still see all
customer reviews for the product. You might consider these either way. 1. The plastic wheels are
very light weight and cause the whole mower to skip over thick grass or debris. Bad thing Well, it
acts somewhat as a selfprotection feature, as it helps keep the debris from binding and bending the
cutting edge. You have some control over slippage by a more downward push angle on the handle. 2.
The cutting width is less than a regular mower. Bad thing Well, taking a lesser bite means youll bog
down less often on thick grass. When you do hit a thick patch, just roll over the same spot a few
times and youre through. And the feel, sound and sight of this thing working is just buttery. But you
will have to trim more for those into that sort of thing, as it doesnt cut close to edges. Now some
definitely BAD THINGS. The edge that the rotary blades cut against is simply the edge of the the
sheet metal housing of the unit. Manual says to replace the entire assembly, contradicting sales
claims. And catching debris that doesnt cause the entire unit to slide on the plastic wheels could put
a bend in the housings cutting edge that would not be a good thing at all, since theres no blade edge
to replace. 4. The manual says there is NO warranty unless the unit is purchased in the European
Union.

https://cocoonproperty.com/images/colt-lightning-rifle-manual.pdf

If its not true for these units, I shouldnt have a user manual that explicitly tells me so, and no other
documentation that says differently. Still, Im not giving it up. Its an entirely refreshing change in
summer lifestyle, and a very nice unit and with the handle popped off, it fits on the passenger floor
of my car with lots of room to spare. And if I need to buy another one every couple years or one of
the hopefully increasing number of competing units, I have to say that Im likely to do that though I
have to remember that seasonal price drop. Mower works well, but sometimes the wheels will slide
instead of turning which make the reel fail to turn leaving some grass uncut. This is probably due to
the light weight of the unit. Cutting more frequently usually avoids this problem. Since I have a
small yard, it is not a problem to mow around an extra time. I wish the maximum cut height was a bit
higher, but it works well as is, as long as I dont miss more than a week without mowing. Please try
again later. macuaig 4.0 out of 5 stars You might consider these either way. 1. The plastic wheels
are very light weight and cause the whole mower to skip over thick grass or debris. Bad thing Well,
it acts somewhat as a selfprotection feature, as it helps keep the debris from binding and bending
the cutting edge. You have some control over slippage by a more downward push angle on the
handle. 2. The cutting width is less than a regular mower. Bad thing Well, taking a lesser bite means
youll bog down less often on thick grass. When you do hit a thick patch, just roll over the same spot
a few times and youre through. And the feel, sound and sight of this thing working is just buttery.
But you will have to trim more for those into that sort of thing, as it doesnt cut close to edges. Now
some definitely BAD THINGS. The edge that the rotary blades cut against is simply the edge of the
the sheet metal housing of the unit.

https://cohemployeenews.com/images/colt-m16-owners-manual.pdf

Manual says to replace the entire assembly, contradicting sales claims. And catching debris that
doesnt cause the entire unit to slide on the plastic wheels could put a bend in the housings cutting
edge that would not be a good thing at all, since theres no blade edge to replace. 4. The manual says
there is NO warranty unless the unit is purchased in the European Union. If its not true for these
units, I shouldnt have a user manual that explicitly tells me so, and no other documentation that says
differently. Still, Im not giving it up. Its an entirely refreshing change in summer lifestyle, and a very
nice unit and with the handle popped off, it fits on the passenger floor of my car with lots of room to
spare. And if I need to buy another one every couple years or one of the hopefully increasing number
of competing units, I have to say that Im likely to do that though I have to remember that seasonal
price drop.Please try again later. Please try again later. Jason Wetzel 5.0 out of 5 stars It seems to be
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very well made. Nothing like the crappy push mowers at the hardware store. 2It really does cut the
grass very well. 3 It does not Frappe your lawn. So there are no clouds of dust, reduced sneezing,
and no green shoes. Normal mowers blow the bark everywhere. I have changed my edging so now I
can push the Brill along the edge of the lawn half on barkdust and half on the lawn. I got rid of my
edging stones which I hated to trim and I have plastic edging now which is very low to the ground so
I can mow over it. No more weed eater! 5 Safer than a traditional mower. Cat and Children do not
have to hide in the house while daddy mows. 6 I can be on the phone and mow at the same time.
This sound may sound odd, but Im on a lot of boring conference calls for work. So I can mute the
call, mow the lawn and still hear the conversations in my ear. At least Im getting something done.
Drawbacks You may have to mow your lawn more frequently.

Cant let it get too high since that makes it harder to mow. But its so easy and quiet that you will be
able to pop out in the yard for a quick mow more often anyway. Like I wrote above, you dont have to
change your shoes since the lawn is gently cut. Harder work than a traditional mower. In my case, I
have found it just as easy. If your lawn is super thick, then probably it will be harder than the
traditional mower. Overall, using the Brill, I can keep the lawn shorter than I used to. Its more
carpetlike now. I think it looks and feels really good. Love the Brill.Please try again later. Please try
again later. Mr.mr 4.0 out of 5 stars Everyone raved on about how well it cuts. I have a really small
yard its maybe 200 sq feet worth of grass so I figured this would be perfect. It is worthless for long
grass, I was aware of that when purchasing so I wasnt to surprised when it gave me a real hard
time. It also doest like grass that is damp at all. Works fine on well groomed grass thats dry, so I
have been doing it once a week and it seems to get the job done, I am debating on getting the grass
catcher but my yard is so small I usually just sweep it into a pile. I usually have to go over the lawn
more then once to make sure its nice and even. Over all I like it, I would probably buy again at least
for my size grass, anything to big and it would be a hassle.Please try again later. Please try again
later. LeoraKate 5.0 out of 5 stars I was warned by my father that Id regret buying a reel mower.
However, I have not regretted it at all. I will admit that it is a little harder and more time consuming.
But considering the gas money we save and the consideration we are giving nature, it is one of my
favorite purchases ever. We cant use it very easily though its not impossible in deeper grasses, finer
grasses, lumpy parts of the yard or where there are branches and plant roots laying around.
However, the bulk of our yard can be done fairly easily with this mower.

ophtalmic-overnight.fr/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-
upload/server/content/files/162723b03bbb0a---breakthrough-mammal-taxidermy-manual.pdf

My husband used my brothers new reel mower which has a wider cutting deck, some off brand from
Home Depot or Menards, but said that ours cuts a lot better. Weve used it a handful of times we live
in the country and have a somewhat large yard so dont let yard size deter you and it hasnt needed
sharpening either, unlike my brothers that does require sharpening and they live in town with a
small yard.Please try again later. Please try again later. J C SEKULA 5.0 out of 5 stars I was very
impressed with the mechanismit seems that it would be impossible to hurt someone with it, with the
back roller and front guard. My 13 year old was able to carry it up and down our steep hill to our flat
yard. Easy to manuever, easily adjusted blades golf course lengths easily done, no more trips to the
gas station.Please try again later. Please try again later. Southern Gentleman 5.0 out of 5 stars It is
light weight and a joy to use.Please try again later. Please try again later. J. Daeuber 5.0 out of 5
stars It does a good job on the grass and is quiet and pleasant to use. It takes longer to mow the
yard due to the narrow cutting width but I think of it as a light workout instead of a chore. It is also
nice to have a mower that neither consumes resources nor pollutes.Please try again later. Please try
again later. sasten 5.0 out of 5 stars I would not attempt the entire yard in a single day but make it a
daily workout here and there and it is easy enough to stay ahead of the grass growth. I love it.Please
try again later. Please try again later. STEVE 5.0 out of 5 stars It was costly at the time but I decided
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to become environmently friendly. It worked well last year but got bogged down when the lawn was
wet. But overall it seemed to be a good choice. Now my Black and Decker is in the shop for a
product recall. The printed circuit board is prone to catching on fire. Furthermore the battery seems
to have failed. It would operate for about 2 minutes, then quit.

I spent more time standing in my yard waiting for the fuse to reset before attempting a restart.
Enough of Black and Decker. Last month I borrowed my neighbors 4 stroke gas powered mulcher.
My lawn looked out of place. Then I purchased the Luxus 38 and am pleased. The dandelions and
other tall weeds are still a challenge but the finished result is worth noticing. Some homeowners
prefer to have a higher cut lawn. As for the concerns most people have about its inability to cut
around borders, I think this is a trade off for the ease and convenience of what I consider to be a
light weight but well engineered push mower. As for my lawn, it is predominately Zoysia grass. The
Luxus 38 easily plows through this coarse lawn with very little effort. I have one concern. Before
using this or any push mower, take the time to thoroughly rake your lawn before using it. Once the
blades are damaged, you will have to deal with your indiscretion. The Luxus 38 is sometimes called
the Brill 38. The manufacturer claims that with normal use, you should not have a need to sharpen
the blades for around 6 to 8 years. Try finding a push mower with that claim to fame. Its light
weight, has sealed ball bearings and rarely needs sharpening. I would like to give it 5 stars but I
havent had it too long to give it the 5 star treatment. Time will tell.Please try again later. Please try
again later. S. W. Aboelela 5.0 out of 5 stars Everyone I know who used a reel mower in the past
advised me against buying one, and after seeing the options at the local home center, I understood
why. The Brill Luxus 38 is nothing like the common offerings. It is remarkably lightweight, solid, and
silent. I have used it for an entire season now, and find that I actually look forward to mowing my
lawn. really. True, I do have a small property. And thats strolling at a leisurely pace.

You wont have to strain to get over the initial friction of pushing this mower from a stop, as the
noncontacting blade arrangement limits both noise and resistance. Ive also found that during a busy
week, I can even mow the lawn in my work clothes slacks, shirt, and tie right before I leave for work
in the morning or right after returning in the evening you might want to change your shoes though.
The lack of gas fumes and flying debris means I dont have to worry about ruining my clothes or
smelling like exhaust. Since the mower is extremely quiet, I dont worry about disturbing the
neighbors in the morning hours. Actually, Ive seen the local landscapers waiting for 7 AM the time
the local ordinance permits use of noisy equipment to start on the neighbors lawn, as I pull out of my
driveway for work having just mowed my lawn and hung the brill on the garage wall. Since I want
this mower to last me for years to come, I do make sure to wipe the blades down after each
mowing.This may be too short for some, but I dont find it to be an issue at all. I considered buying
the optional grass catcher, but Im glad that I didnt. Id never use it anyway, as the Brill tosses out a
shower of individual blades rather than the clumps you can get from a rotary mower. Just a few
words about any tradeoffs vs a traditional rotary mower.It doesnt have the power to handle really
tough grasses, twigs, or other solid debris. While a rotary mower would send debris flying, the Brill
will stop in its tracks if so much as a twig gets between the blades. Mind you, this is not a problem, a
simple tap with your heel to reverse the blade is all it takes to dislodge most debris most of the time.
Also, be sure not to let your lawn grow TOOO long, as Ive heard this can bog any reel mower down. I
never had a problem here in NJ mowing at 12 week intervals. So. do yourself and the environment a
favor. Buy a Brill.Please try again later. Please try again later. Post your question here in this forum.

Were committed to dealing with such abuse according to the laws in your country of residence.
When you submit a report, well investigate it and take the appropriate action. Well get back to you
only if we require additional details or have more information to share. Note that email addresses
and full names are not considered private information. Please mention this; Therefore, avoid filling
in personal details. Please enter your email address. Brill push mower and electric lawnmower



testimonials It is a pleasure to use. Thank you for making such a quality item. It is too bad that the
ease of use and quality of cut is not common knowledge. While using it I have had neighbours stop
and give it a try, they are quite impressed. Thanks again Dale Dixon Orillia Ontario, Canada I was
hesitant because my lawn is the perfect example of what not to mow with a reel mower. I previously
had a cheap reel mower that worked well until the plastic parts wore. I decided to take the plunge
and spend the money on the brill razor cut 38. Its nothing short of amazing even in my stick ridden
bumpy lawn. It took me a few tries to get the cutting bar adjusted but once I did the brill just plows
through the yard and leaves it looking healthy and natural and ready to be enjoyed. Cory Powell
Danville, IN Once I saw the Brill Razorcut 38 I knew it was for me. I ordered it on Saturday, and it
arrived on Tuesday. I raced home and put it together and was outside cutting the grass in no time. In
no time, the whole neighborhood was in my yard watching me cut the grass. I felt like a new father.
Everyone wanted to see, touch, try my new baby. It performed even better than described on your
web site. Easy to push, lightweight, perfect cut, and it took me less time to cut the grass than with
my old polluting mower. I am 150% happy with my new Razorcut. I hope to increase your sales and
have my neighbors converted before long!!! Thanks again.

Scott Podolan You can read I am pretty enthusiastic about, and you can use this as an honest
recommendation for this product. It is easy to use and to clean, I use a small broom and my hands to
remove left grass. I would like to order a grass catche.thanks from a very satisfied customer. My
friends are now interested in those mowers. Sincerely. Barbara So, your calorie chart is kind of
incorrect unfortunately, one burns more calories with the heavy, smelly gas mowers. I wouldnt let
Harry go near a gas mower until he was at least 12. Especially on a sloped lot. The nonBrill mowers
traditional blade contact reels are ridiculously hard to push. Especially the illadjusted ones
collecting dust in hardware stores nationwide. Seriously, this is the biggest problem. When I talk
with friends, they just dont believe me and think Im some kind of enviromartyr. While I like the
environmental benefit, Im more lazy than saintly. Did I mention the lake shore. Not exactly a croquet
lawn here. Reel mowers CANT SCALP. They follow the contours. Ever notice that golf courses also
not known for their even terrain DONT USE ROTARY MOWERS. Why Because their job is superhigh
quality, even cutting. They are conditioning a sports surface. Especially important on greens. The
only disadvantage is you cant wait 2 weeks and then hack through 2 inches of growth at one go. But
that isnt good for your lawn, anyway.This Brill mower beats them all, hands down. Thank you for
importing it. James B. I am mechanically challenged and I put this thing together in 10 minutes. I am
proud to tell you that for the first time in my 53 years I cut my own grass. My yard looks wonderful, I
got a good workout, and the mower was easy to push. I am ridiculously pleased with myself and your
pro duct. I have also ordered a Tumbleweed composter. Thank you. I am saving more on yard
maintenance thank the total cost of the mower. All of my friends want to come over and try out my
mower.

Expect an influx of orders from Nashville Tn. Thanks a million! Elaine. It was after 10pm when I
found my new people powered lawnmower on the porch. As my wife got ready for bed I quickly put it
together, turned on the outside lights and mowed my yard. Twenty five minutes later I was done and
I felt really really good. It was a very simple pleasure that I hadnt enjoyed in over 4 years. Since
graduating college and joining the service Ive been stationed overseas. Ive just been stationed in
Richmond Virginia where we have bought our first house and now Ive mowed my own yard!.and the
neighbors had no idea. This mower is a solid and very efficient piece of equipment. It was a joy to
use and I look forward to the grass growing again so I can back out there. Thank you. Jason R.
Homeowner, Active duty sailor, Environmental concious consumer We tell everyone of our friends
around the country of PPM and how great you are to do business with. You are the best and we wish
you many years of success. Paul and Judy Reed, Texas But it does. The precision of the blades, the
ease of pushing it, and the resulting cut are really amazing. But I had that lawn mower put together
in 5 minutes flat.It is easier to push than myI will probably mowWhen I picked it up at theI was just



tired of trying toBut for smaller areas around the house and garden, and along the driveway, the
Brill Luxus is much faster than a power mower. Its also light and incredibly maneuverable. I never
thought that cutting the lawn could be such an enjoyable, relaxing experience. But wanted to let you
know that I was very satisfied with my Brill mower. I did however, disregard the comment about
using a powered mower for the first mowing if lawn had been left for a period of time and paid the
price with several blisters. I was ready to send the mower back but decided to give it a couple of
more runs since I had ignored the advice re overgrown lawns and was shocked at how easy it
became to mow and how enjoyable.

I love the cool morning air and chirping birds and peace and quiet. I also love the convenience of no
oil, gas, and minimal maintainence. At first my neighbors teased me but now I get lots of questions
re the mower. Partially because I believe its better for the environment but also because I believe it
makes for a healthier lawn. I just grab it out of the shed and its ready to go. I love the precision it
cuts with. I love the exercise I get from using it. I was amazed at how lightweight the mower was,
making it a breeze for regular grass cuts even in narrow and hilly areas of my lawn. With no fuel,
noise or maintenance the mower is ideal for any yard. I love it! It is so quiet and I especially like the
fact that it is nonpolluting. Its amazing how well this reel mower works. I am mechanically
challenged and I put this thing together in 10 minutes. I am proud to tell you that for the first time in
my 53 years I cut my own grass. My yard looks wonderful, I got a good workout, and the mower was
easy to push. I am ridiculously pleased with myself and your product. I have also ordered a
Tumbleweed composter. Thank you. I am saving more on yard maintenance thank the total cost of
the mower. All of my friends want to come over and try out my mower. Expect an influx of orders
from Nashville Tn. Once I saw the Brill Razorcut 38 I knew it was for me. I ordered it on Saturday,
and it arrived on Tuesday. I raced home and put it together and was outside cutting the grass in no
time. In a short while, the whole neighborhood was in my yard watching me cut the grass. I felt like
a new father. Everyone wanted to see, touch, try my new baby. It performed even better than
described on your web site. Easy to push, lightweight, perfect cut, and it took me less time to cut the
grass than with my old polluting mower. I am 150% happy with my new Razorcut. For orders to HI,
AK, and Canada there is an additional shipping charge.
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